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Visual Communication



Visual Communication

• Rule #1 – Communication!

– If you can’t grab the reader within moments, he may not 
be around to read the message!

• Rule #2 – Comprehension!

– Your reader needs to understand the message you are 
communicating!

• Rule #3 – Connection!

– You need to establish a connection with the reader, 
something that connects his memory to your creativity



Origins of 
Communication

• Cave drawings

• Linear story telling

• Symbols describing objects & 
actions

• Symbols representing 
concepts, then sounds



Chinese Cuneiform

Egyptian



Illuminated 
“Page 

Layout”



• First “newsletters” were 
handwritten notices from Roman 
era.

• Johannes Gutenberg printed his 
first bible around 1450

• First “newspaper” dates from 
1605 in Strasburg

• Proper printed publications 
became common as printing 
technology developed.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6a/Illuminated.bible.arp.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6a/Illuminated.bible.arp.jpg


Elements & Principles of Design

• Elements are the building blocks of design

• The Principles use the elements of design to create a 
composition

Elements Principles

Line

Direction

Shape

Form

Size

Space

Colour

Value

Texture

Composition

Balance                     

Contrast               

Emphasis       

Dominance   

Proximity 

Proportion

Harmony  

Rhythm      

Variety           

Repetition            

Gradation                   



• Simplicity works. Your logo should be a clean symbol that's 
easily reproducible. Stay away from logos that contain a lot of 
information, gradation or fine details; these will be more 
difficult for people to recall and for you to print in smaller 
sizes.

• Use colour as an embellishment. A well-designed logo should 
look good in black. That doesn't mean you can't use colour, 
but the colour itself should not be relied on as the major 
design element.

• Study the science of colour and typeface. If you choose to 
employ colour in your logo, you need to determine the 
appropriate colour. The same goes if a typeface is used in your 
logo; be sure the one you choose communicates the 
appropriate message.



• Lines/Direction

• Shapes

• Form

• Size/Proportion

• Space

• Texture



Elements of Design

• Line
– A line is defined as a mark with 

length and direction, created by 
a point that moves across a 
surface. 

– A line can vary in length, width, 
direction, curvature, and colour. 

– Line can be two-dimensional (a 
pencil line on paper), or implied 

three-dimensional.



• Lines come in a variety of shapes and sizes. 
– Vary the thickness of the lines. 

– Make lines of dots, dashes, or combinations. 

– Look at the patterns that a series of lines make. 
• Use lines to direct eyeflow. 

• Use lines to form barriers. 

• Use lines to indicate connections. 

• Use lines to show movement. 

• Be aware of what the shape of lines can convey. 
– Sharp edges could indicate tension, crispness, hardness, formality, or 

high tech. 

– Soft edges and curves may be softer, flowing, more casual, or more 
personal.

– Even small changes in line thickness, endings, or shape changes can 
alter the look and feel of a design. 



Elements of Design

• Direction
– All lines have “direction” - Horizontal, Vertical, Oblique or Curve. 

• Horizontal suggests calmness, stability and tranquillity.

• Vertical gives a feeling of balance, formality and alertness. 

• Oblique suggests movement and action.

• Curved lines suggest organic or flow





Elements of Design

• Shape
– A flat figure, shape is created 

when actual or implied lines 
meet to surround a space. 

– A change in colour or shading 
can define a shape. 

– Shapes can be divided into 
several types: 

– geometric (square, triangle, circle), 

– symbolic (fonts and glyphs)

– organic (irregular in outline).



• Everything has a shape but the basic shapes of 
circles, squares, and triangles can be very 
effective in logo design, in part because of 
their simplicity. 

• These shapes have certain sub-conscious 
meanings as well. 

– The circle is protective or infinite. 

– The square denotes stability, equality, and 
honesty. 

– The triangle suggests tension or conflict or action. 



Elements of Design

• Form
– A three dimensional 

“space,” created by use 
of lines, lighting, colour 
and/or texture. 

– Gives greater emphasis 
when imagery is integral 
to layout design.



Elements of Design

• Size/Proportion
– This refers to 

variations in the 
proportions of 
objects, lines or 
shapes.

– There is a variation of 
sizes in objects either 
real or imagined. 



Elements of Design

• Space
– the empty or open area between, around, above, below, or within objects.

– Shapes and forms are made by the space around and within them. 
• Positive space is filled by a shape or form (i.e. an object).

• Negative space surrounds a shape or form (i.e. “white/empty space”).

– Space is often called three-dimensional or two-dimensional because of 
perceived depth of visual subject matter. 



Elements of Design

• Texture
– the way a surface feels (actual 

texture) or how it may look (implied 
texture). 

– Textures may be described by words 
such as rough, silky, or pebbly. 
Texture can impact the reaction to 
an element



Colour Communication

• Colour can play a huge role in the design 
world

• Colour can influence modes or even carry 
subtle messages regarding a product or 
service or individual

• Even the intensity of colour can have 
significance





Elements of 

Design

• Saturation
– Colour to grey

– Saturation can affect the 

“tone” of a design 



Elements of 

Design

• Saturation
– Colour to grey

– Saturation can affect the 

“tone” of a design 



Elements of Design

• Value
– how “dark” or “how light” 

something looks. 

– We achieve value 

changes in colour by 

increasing or decreasing 

the brightness value.

– Value can affect the 

“tone” or mood of a 

design 



Meanings of Colour

http://www.realfront.co.uk/front-of-house-colour-palettes/

http://www.personallogodesigner.com/color-personal-logo-design/colours-meanings-in-personal-logo-design/

http://www.realfront.co.uk/front-of-house-colour-palettes/
http://www.personallogodesigner.com/color-personal-logo-design/colours-meanings-in-personal-logo-design/


Colour By Design

• Colour selection for design takes a number of 
factors into consideration

– Movement – where colours “advance” or 
“recede” depending on hue

– Intensity – Colour strength in relation to proximity 
of other shades

– Combination – Harmony or contrast can be 
created depending on colour combinations

– Association - Symbolic meaning of colours



Colour Movement

• Movement – Some warmer colours (reds, oranges) tend to 
“advance” (move towards the viewer) while other cooler 
colours (blues, greens) tend to “recede”

Advance Advance

Recede Recede



Colour Intensity

• Intensity – (aka “Legibility”) Some colour combinations can be 
“active” or “passive” depending on (a) proximity to other tones 
(i.e. closeness), and (b) relative density, proportional to 
surroundings (amount of colour and/or tint)

Red on red

can be very

aggressive

or “active”

A light tone

on another

light tone

is “passive”



Colour Combinations

• Combinations – Where some colour combinations are 
harmonious (analogous – colours close to each other on the 
colour wheel)…

analogous



Colour Combinations

• …While others are complimentary (they contrast by being 
opposites on the colour wheel).

Complimentary



Colour Selection

• When choosing colours for a piece, designers 
will use tangibles for inspiration:

– Photos/Artwork/Symbols – can be used as the 
basis for colour and shape palettes

– Objects/Subjects/Surroundings – Colours can be 
taken from objects or subjects initially, then 
photography and artwork can be adjusted to 
match

– Experimentation – Sometimes, you need to just 
pick a colour and play a while… 



http://colorschemedesigner.com





http://kuler.adobe.com


